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◦ extraction of knowledge 
content from textual sources
 Knowledge Retrieval
◦ tools to support the retrieval 
of task-relevant information
 Knowledge Integration
◦ integration of disparate 
knowledge sources
 Knowledge Dissemination
◦ knowledge monitoring and 
alerting capability
 Humanitarian Demining Scenario
◦ alignment and integration of 
military datasets with 
humanitarian demining ontologies
◦ assessment of mine hazard areas
◦ scheduling, planning and 
monitoring of mine clearance 
operations  Domain Ontologies
◦ humanitarian demining, hostile bomb attacks, USAF 
bombing missions, explosive devices
◦ SWRL rules to provide decision support
 SEMIOTIKS Resource Browser
◦ classifies text resources with respect to ontology 
elements
 Knowledge Extraction Tool
◦ semi-automatic knowledge extraction capability
 Graphical Query Tool
◦ supports information retrieval and data integration
 Knowledge Monitoring System
◦ provides monitoring and knowledge dissemination 
capability Classification Mode
◦ classifies textual 
resources with respect 
to ontology elements
◦ uses annotation 
properties in the 
source ontology





◦ query expansion 
technique














Search Engine supports manual and 
automatic modes of 
semantic annotation
 uses concept 
resolution service to 
identify concepts in 
textual resources
 supports graphical 
modes of knowledge 
editing Web-based graphical tool for creating and 
editing SPARQL queries
 Uses HTML 5 functionality
◦ <canvas> element
 Provides full support for SPARQL, including 
CONSTRUCT query form
 Uses graphical formalisms to represent 
semantic query language elements Semantic queries can be used for the 
contingent assertion of information as well 
as for information retrieval
◦ allows semantic queries to be used like rules
◦ can be used to translate or transform 
information 
◦ SEMIOTIKS graphical query designer can 
therefore be used as tool for creating data 
integration and transformation „rules‟CONSTRUCT 
{ 
_:o rdf:type smao:OrdnanceDrop . 
_:l rdf:type smao:GeographicPointLocation . 
_:l smao:hasLatitude ?latitude .
_:l smao:hasLongitude ?longitude .
_:o smao:hasSpatialLocation _:l .
_:d rdf:type smao:DateInstant . 
_:o smao:hasTemporalLocation _:d .
_:d smao:hasDate ?date .
_:b rdf:type ?smaoOrdnance .
_:o smao:involves _:b .
_:o smao:hasDamageAssessment ?smaoBDA .
_:a rdf:type smao:MineHazardArea .
_:a smao:isCausedBy _:o .
_:a smao:hasSpatialLocation _:l .
_:a smao:hasReportedDate ?date .





?s rdf:type ato:Sortie . 
?s ato:hasLatitude ?latitude . 
?s ato:hasLongitude ?longitude .
?s ato:hasDate ?date . 
?s ato:hasOrdnance ?ordnance .  
?smaoOrdnance smao:sameAs ?ordnance .
?smaoOrdnance rdfs:subClassOf smao:Bomb .
?s ato:hasBDA ?bda .
?smaoBDA rdf:type smao:DamageAssessment .
?smaoBDA smao:hasBDAKeywordMapping ?bda .
} Allows user to monitor situation events and 
contingencies




◦ GIS Information Display
◦ Synthesised Skype Voice Message Alert
◦ Skype Text Message Alert
 Allows user to customize alert message
 Uses Zeroconf networking to integrate system 
components with zero configuration Ontology-mediated decision support 
capability
◦ support mine hazard area assessment
◦ support assignment of mine clearance tasks to 
demining organization
◦ support planning and scheduling of mine clearance 
activities
 Relies on a combination of DL reasoning and 
SWRL rules
 Uses Pellet reasoner and JESS rule engineMineIncident(?x)  ∧
hasTemporalLocation(?x, ?y)  ∧
DateInstant(?y)  ∧
hasDate(?y, ?date)  ∧





hasSpecialistExpertiseWith(?x, ?device)  ∧
HighPriorityMineHazardArea(?area)  ∧
contains(?area, ?device2)  ∧





(∃ hasAssociatedMineIncident (MineIncidentIn2007 ⊔     




◦ 16 year demining 
programme
◦ one of the worst 
affected areas for 
mines/UXO





“What we found in Kosovo was that we had a lot of
demining organizations on the ground and no one
had a clue as to what was going on…who was
demining where. So you had multiple agencies
turning up on the same worksite…whereas other
areas had no one turning up.”







































SMAO.owl Ontology-mediated text classification
◦ use ontologies to enhance classification performance
 Relational knowledge extraction
◦ what are the limits of automated capabilities
 Scalability of reasoning systems
◦ Pellet and JESS reasoners did not perform well with large 
datasets
 Better methods for implementing semantically-
mediated decision support systems
◦ control over rule execution






◦ graphical query designer tool
◦ knowledge extractor tool
◦ resource browser /classification system
◦ knowledge monitor system
 Technical demonstration
◦ available during lunch!